The Hotel Onda Verde is located at the east end of Praiano, in the heart of the Amalfi Coast, on the SS163, 7 km from
Amalfi and 7 km from Positano.
The best way to reach us is by private taxi transfer. With pleasure we can arrange a comfortable Mercedes to pick you
up at Naples train station or airport for a one way fare of Euro 130,00 (up to 3 persons) or with a minivan up to 7
persons Euro 185,00. – Pick ups can eventually be arranged from any other location, hotel, or town at different costs. –
Transfers from 10:30 PM to 6:00 AM are subjected to an extra charge.

COMING BY CAR
From Northern Italy, Rome or Naples.





Take the highway Autostrada A1 Rome-Naples, (IMPORTANT: Before Naples, in Caserta, there are
directional signboards for the Amalfi Coast; be careful to don’t follow them because they would bring you on
a much longer route).
Continue onto E45 (signs for Salerno – Reggio Calabria).
Merge onto Austostrada A3.
Exit at Castellammare di Stabia and follow the signs to Sorrento. Before you reach Sorrento you’ll begin to see
signs to Positano and the Amalfi Coast, follow them, and 7 kilometers after Positano you will be in Praiano.
Our hotel parking is at the end of the town, on your right. Take the elevator down to the reception: floor -6.

The journey lasts approximately 4 hours from Rome and 1 hour and half from Naples.
Read carefully our tips below both if you have a GPS or not.
GPS Tips





If you put Praiano in your Sat-Nav, it will give you a completely different route letting you drive down to
Vietri sul Mare making your trip last much longer. Our suggestion is to put at the beginning of your journey
Meta as your destination, (it’s an hamlet of Sorrento) and once you reach it, put Praiano: In this way you’ll be
sure to take the best route.
Also if the route explained above is the most comfortable one, in summer it gets packed with traffic so we
recommend a different one: at the beginning of your trip put Agerola as your destination and once you’re there
put Praiano.
If you don’t have the GPS, after some kilometres from the exit of the highway of Castellammare di Stabia,
immediately after a tunnel, turn the right for Gragnano and follow the signs to Agerola. Once you are in
Agerola follow the sings to Amalfi, and a couple of kilometres before it you’ll find yourself in an intersection
with signs to Positano,(as a referring point, there’s a bar at this intersection called POSAFLORA), turn right at
the intersection and go straight on this road for 6 kilometers until you’ll reach Praiano and find our hotel
parking on your left. Take the elevator to the reception at floor -6.

From Southern Italy
From the south, take the highway Autostrada Reggio Calabria-Salerno and take the exit to Salerno – Costiera
Amalfitana.
From Puglia, take the highway Autostrada Bari-Napoli, take the exit to Avellino and then take the freeway AvellinoSalerno.
In both cases reach Vietri sul Mare and then keep going straight on the main road to Amalfi. Praiano is 7km after
Amalfi and you’ll find our hotel parking on your left. Take the elevator to the reception at floor -6.
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COMING BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTS
From Naples Capodichino Airport or Naples train station.
Take a taxi or a bus from Naples Airport to the train station Napoli Centrale located in Piazza Garibaldi. By taxi it takes
more or less 30 minutes to get there.
At a lower level in the train station runs the Circumvesuviana train that goes from Naples to Sorrento. Be sure to buy
the tickets before you get on board.
Once you are in Sorrento you have the SITA bus stop in front of the station. Buy the tickets in the shop that’s right next
to the station and look for the bus to Amalfi.
There’s a bus stop right on our parking. Ask help to the driver to stop you at the right place and be sure to don’t get off
in the center of the town since we are at the end of Praiano, and this means two kilometers after the downtown.
The Circumvesuviana takes one hour to go from Naples to Sorrento and the SITA bus takes one hour/one hour and half
to reach Praiano.
LINKS & TIPS





Remember always to clip your ticket on the bus as soon as you get onboard
Train times and fares are available at: http://www.trenitalia.com/. English version available in the website.
You can check the Circumvesuviana times here in English: http://www.vesuviana.it/web/en.
You can check the SITA bus timetables at: http://www.sitabus.it/wps/portal/OrariCampania and look for
QUADRO 15 and open the Amalfi-Positano-Sorrento line. On the timetables there’s a legend to help you
understand which buses run daily, Sunday only or everyday except Sunday and Bank Holidays.

From Rome Fiumicino Airport
The airport is connected to Termini Train Station by the Leonardo Express Train.
There’s a train every 30 minutes and it takes 35 minutes to reach its destination and it makes no stops along the way.
Tickets may be purchased at the ticket offices or through automatic tickets machines or by some specialized sellers. The
ticket costs 14,00 Euro and the Leonardo Express leaves from tracks 27 and 28 and is guaranteed also in case of strike.
From Termini Train Station there are trains leaving for Naples every hour or even more often, and the Frecciarossa fast
train takes just one hour to reach Naples.
Check train times at: http://www.trenitalia.com/. English language available in the website.
At a lower level in Naples train station runs the Circumvesuviana train, that goes from Naples to Sorrento. Be sure to
buy the tickets before you get onboard.
Once you are in Sorrento you have the SITA bus stop in front of the station. Buy the tickets in the shop that’s right next
to the station and look for the bus to Amalfi.
There’s a bus stop right on our parking. Ask help to the driver to stop you at the right place and be sure to don’t get off
in the center of Praiano since we are at the end of the town, and this means two kilometers after the downtown.
The Circumvesuviana takes one hour to go from Naples to Sorrento and the SITA bus takes one hour/one hour and half
to reach Praiano.
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